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Subject: Stop your nonsense patrick crummy intellect, reply to you cowardly leftwing deluded
imbeciles....
To: thesoundstc@gmail.com <thesoundstc@gmail.com>, bart.gazzola@gmail.com
<bart.gazzola@gmail.com>

Stop your nonsense patrick crummy intellect, my reply to you cowardly leftwing deluded
imbeciles:
patrick you namby bamby innefectual falldown limpwristed leftwing Trumpaphobiac
Truthophobiac....
suck it up buttercup, the MORAL MAJORITY are sick & tired of hypocrite fiberal enemies of
western civilized society perverting our children with luring to make an entire generation
dismissive of family values & compliant to molestation. crapleen wyn's CONVICTED CHILD
RAPIST ben levin (8yr old victim!!) authored the early grade school sex-ed illegal invitation to
sexual interference, and it's NOT teaching acceptance & tolerance that's the immoral part, it's
the "sodomy & feltching are fun kiddies, try it you'll like it" part that is DISGUSTING &
CRIMINAL..!!!
GOD BLESS DOUG FORD and fuck you patrick you fucking child molester advocate.
shitlickers cuntin & obama were fucking traitors and PRESIDENT Trump is doing a DAMN
GOOD JOB cleaning up the mess they soiled America with.
jihadstin castro trugrope turd-dolt and his hundreds of "re-integrated" isis sociopath child
"bride" torture rapist murderers (incl the Danforth & YongeSt JIHADISTS -stop the "mental
illness/incel" FAKE NEWS BULLSHIT) should be rounded up and sent to Guantánamo for
shit-boarding with liquid swine feces.
TRUMP 2020...!!!
TRUMP 2020...!!!
TRUMP 2020...!!!
Keep voting for ndp & shiteating ugula whore-wrath,
check what a great job she did parenting her fuckhead parasite "son of anarchy" poster boy
for safe injection harm reduction.
Get a job you fucking stooge patrick, get off welfare and out of 'yo momma's basement you
teet sucking antifa puke.
I'd really like to hear your vapid vacuous substanceless reply re what's "wrong" with
PRESIDENT Trump, PREMIER Ford, or Viktor Orbán for that matter!
It's called MORAL MAJORITY RULES and if you don't like it go live in yemen or a swedestan
NoGoZone where you belong and stop whining & contaminating OUR CANADA with your
deluded duplicitous verbal shariaDiahrea...
Fuck Off Loser... (sore loser).
Let's hear your reply cry baby...
btw it was wonderful NEW CANADIANS who flushed crapleen wyn down the pc toilet into the
sanctuary sewer, and tory & jihadstin castro trugrope are NEXT..!!!!
New Canadians that are grateful for and beneficial to what we have here, they've come here
legally & properly and escaped the shariaDiahrea shithole fiefdoms of human rights abuse,
the failed socialist sewers like venezuela, or the hypocrite bigot banana republics like

zimbabwe-rhodesia or s.africa.
They know what it's like when commie cocksuckers like you get in any position to ruin a
country.
Let's here some factual evidence based rational points against
Trump/Ford/Orban/Bernier/Levant or the honourable & truthfully objective Robert Spencer of
JihadWatch.
Can't do it can you!
Your just a labelling deluded biased leftwing look incapable of logic or reason, just puking &
excreting your sjw spewniversity rhetoric & gibberish.
andyautoservice@hotmail.ca

